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Doctoral research, Business thinking

Doctoral fellowships program in France for Indian students



Graduated students

Boost your future by
a PhD completed abroad

You like the scientific research, the industrial world, 
You would like to travel abroad, to acquire a strong R&D 
experience,

Become a full-time PhD student in the framework of French 
Cifre fellowships.

- You are Master graduated for less than 3 years.
- You become a young researcher of a French academic 
laboratory and monitored by a Professor, supervisor of thesis 
working.
- You are enrolled to the doctoral school of your academic 
laboratory and attend at the doctoral program courses.
- You sign a 3 years full-time working contract with a French 
company with a good salary: minimum gross annual salary of 
€ 23,484 (average of € 28,000 in 2012).

Cifre fellowship’s organization for students :

How the doctoral research working is managed ?

Duration and completing of PhD

The doctoral research working is built in the framework of 
Public-Private partnership between French company and aca-
demic laboratory.

You implement the research working joint-designed by the 
company and the academic laboratory. You benefit of the joint 
supervision from the academic laboratory and company.

You work alternately in the company and the academic labora-
tory, in enhancing your knowledge of these two worlds, your 
ability to understand the different approaches of research and 
its aims for the both partners. Why not you?

More details of the process of Cifre fellowships

The Cifre fellowship process lasts 3 years like the working 
contract and the enrolment at the French doctoral school.

The PhD could be completed before the end of Cifre fellowship 
process or just after, but there is not ability to increase the 
duration of the grant.

For 30 years, the French Ministry of Higher Education and 
Research grants the funding for this specific doctoral study 
program in the framework of a Public-Private Partnership.

More than 17,000 PhD have already completed their doctoral 
study in the framework of the Cifre fellowship process. They 
have become academic researchers or industrial managers in 
all academic fields or all business sectors. 

Each year, we welcome 25% of foreign students from all parts 
of the world.

You are PhD student, your job is the thesis, wherever you 
work, even when you are in the company’s offices.

Each year, you submit, to ANRT, an annual progress report 
signed by you, your academic supervisor and your industrial 
monitor.
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About 90% of Cifre fellows complete their PhD.

The success rate



Interests for French company : to train future employees will be hired by its Indian subsidiary.
Interest for academic laboratory : to train doctoral students in connection with industrial needs.

Interest for PhD student : acquire an academic and industrial research ability in France.

French 
Company

Academic
Laboratory

Indian
PhD Student

Employs the PhD student/
3 years working contract/

minimum gross annual salary:
€23,484 per year

Salary average in 2012 :
€ 28,000

Academic professor  
supervises the thesis
PhD student is enrolled in 
doctoral school

Public-Private Partnership contract

CIFRE

Assesses the doctoral
research project

Assesses the
involvement of

company

Grant to company
€14,000 per year

(+ CIR)

ANRT on the behalf of the 
French Ministry of Higher Education and Research

Cifre fellowships scheme

All scientific areas/All type of companies

The research can be implemented in all academic branches.
There is no condition for the French company activities, but the company is involved in the research process.
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Big size > 5000 peoples

Medium size - 250-5000 people

Small size < 250 people

Association & public sector
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Some questions? 

41, boulevard des Capucines
75002 Paris

Tél : 01 55 35 25 60
Fax : 01 55 35 25 55 

To find the company?

Application form

►Look at the offers and/or put your candidacy 
on the website www.anrt.asso.fr, section «Offres et 
candidatures».
►Look for the French companies through their own 
website.
►Look at the website of French embassy in India : 

www.frenchsciencetoday.org

Write at cifre@anrt.asso.fr, fast answer, English spoken.

Requests can be filed all year on the website: 
www.anrt.asso.fr, section «Dépôt en ligne».

Response to application within less 3 months.

French spoken is not compulsory to apply of Cifre 
program.

► Cifre fellowships are funded by the French Ministry 
of Higher Education and Research.

► 1375 new Cifre fellowships in 2013.

► 4500 are running.

 

To apply

Condition to apply :

to be master graduated or equivalent for less than 3 
years.
 
not have been employed by the company for more than 
9 months at the time you apply to the Cifre program, 
excepted internship.

no condition of nationality.

no condition of academic fields.

no conditions of size of companies, big, medium or small 
size companies are possible.

To find the laboratory?

►Look at the directory of the French academic 
laboratories on the website www.anrt.asso.fr, section 
«Offres et candidatures».


